Music of Today: to speak, to strike

Wednesday, February 21, 2018 - 7:30pm
Meany Hall

Daniel Peterson & Adam S Hogan - Foresta (open wood) | Video still

Works by students and recent graduates from DXARTS and UW School of Music.

Program:

Daniel Webbon - An infinite number of others for string quartet
  Janna Webbon, Emily Acri - violins, Andrew Stiefel - viola, Isabella Kodama - cello
  Wei Yang - ....verse.... for cello and piano
  Chris Young - cello, Hexin Qiao - piano

Marcin Pączkowski - Drum Memory, for percussion and interactive sound processing
  Andrew Angell - solo percussion

Cameron Fraser - Chatra, electroacoustic percussion
  Cameron Fraser - performance

Daniel Peterson - Spun-Glass Garden
  3D sound, fixed media

Daniel Peterson & Adam S Hogan - Foresta (open wood)
  audiovisual composition, fixed media

People Involved:
Daniel Peterson
Marcin Pączkowski
Cameron Fraser
Adam Hogan

Event Type:
- Performances
- Student Activities
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